
Nothing to Fear by Olivia

1. Adverb

2. Conjunction

3. Verb - Past Tense

4. Pronoun

5. Adjective

6. Interjection

7. Preposition

8. Noun
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Nothing to Fear by Olivia

Every minute 267 babies are born, and 108 people die in the world. One of the births and deaths was in the

Garvey household. Mr. Garvey died Adverb , Conjunction Danny just found out. Danny was

confounded at the thought, and Mrs. Garvey must have been confounded too. Danny was going to leave to find

his Pa to help out his Mom, but then Maggie made him change his mind when he Verb - Past Tense to her

before Pronoun was about to leave. When Danny was putting the things away he was going to bring with

him he found his fathers wallet in his Mothers dresser with all the letters his Mom wrote to his Pa. He looked

inside of the wallet and found a Adjective and rained on letter inside. He didnt want to read it, but then

finally gave in and read the letter. On the inside it said his Pa died while trying to jump onto a train with a man

named Harold, the husband of the wife who wrote the letter. The person who wrote the letter was Hannah

Bartlett, and her husband stole the wallet from Mr. Garvey. Harold said he felt horrible for taking the wallet.

Interjection ! Think of how Danny would feel about all the things happening in his family. The birth in the

family was of Patrick. Originally Mrs. Garvey wanted the baby to be named Padraic, but Danny thought he

would be made fun of about his name at school since it sounded really Irish. Patrick was the solution instead of

Padraic. He was a scrawny baby, but Mrs. Garvey knew he would get some meat Preposition his bones as

time went by. One Noun was added to the count of babies born, and one death was added to the count

of deaths.
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